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For over ten years Gail Koppa has been a valued member of our musical production team at Batavia
High School. As our choreographer, she has teamed with our conductor, vocal, technical, stage directors
and stage manager to create many special moments for the Batavia theatre program.

Cooperation, respect, creativity and enthusiasm are just a few of the attributes Gail brings to the
program. From our first production team meeting her knowledge of the professional theatre blends
perfectly with the enthusiasm of the high school theatre scene. Working closely with all of our team,
Gail has always provided production possibilities that will allow our students and adults to grow. As the
curtain falls on the last night of a performance, I always look forward to Gail coming to me and saying,
"Hey, how about ... for next year?" We begin preparing immediately.

Gail's audition sessions and rehearsal times are energetic, efficient and fast-paced. Each count of her
choreography is plotted in detail and she is ready to teach. There is no down time; each minute is filled.
Her expectations are high, but so is the respect she gives each student as well as the production. The
quality she expects in performance is apparent from day one.

As a team player Gail is top shelf. As we move into tech week and fine tune the big picture, our five
member team will confer, modify, delete and add effortlessly. There are no egos interfering as Gail joins
us in providing the best experience for our students and audience.

Finally, and most importantly, Gail has been the major factor in leading our musical theatre program to a
higher level. While we enjoy doing the old standards, Gail Can always provide the creativity that raises
the stakes. And the more challenging works are the ones we really enjoy because we know that Gail is
there to lead the charge.

It is without reservation that I recommend Gail Koppa as a musical choreographer. She is our team's
most valued member. I trust you will experience the same.
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Drama Director

Doug Drexler
Principal

Lisa Hichens
Assistant Principal

Curriculum & Instruction

Chip Hickman
Assistant Principal
Student Services
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Assistant Principal
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